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"The market prices of commodities vary from day to day and often several
times a day.  This occurs when there is no radical difference in the proportion
of supply and the natural demands.  This fact is conclusive proof that our
system is controlled by manipulators and is fundamentally wrong.  I have
sought to elucidate this problem within this volume and have suggested a plan
which, if adopted, would make the people themselves master of the world,
instead of the present master − The Money Trust."

−−− Quote from Currency, Banking, and the Money Trust by Minnesota
Congressman Charles Lindbergh, Sr., the father of aviator Charles Lindbergh, Jr.

This book was originally titled The Economic Pinch and was first published in
1913.  In 1917, Charles Lindbergh brought articles of impeachment against members
of the Federal Reserve Board, including Paul Warburg and William Proctor Gould
Harding.  Lindbergh charged that the Federal Reserve Board members were
involved "... in a conspiracy to violate the Constitution and laws of the United States."

Charles Lindbergh, Sr. and his son were true American heroes.
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10 MHz Rubidium Frequency Reference

Overview

Low−cost 10 MHz rubidium frequency references ("clocks") are starting to hit the amateur radio
surplus market for under $100.  Most of these rubidium clocks where originally used as the backup
frequency standard in cellular phone and pager base stations.  Because the rubidium "clock" inside
the frequency reference itself has about a 10 year lifespan, they are constantly being swapped out
as part of a preventive maintenance move.  As long as you don't keep these surplus rubidium clocks
continuously powered, they should still last for many more years..

The 10 MHz rubidium frequency reference discussed here is the common Efratom (DATUM)
LPRO−101.  This frequency reference is based on the atomic resonance of a rubidium gas
discharge lamp exposed to a RF signal near its transistion frequency of 6,834,682,612 Hz.  There is
a "dip" in the discharge lamp's output when the extact atomic resonant frequency is found.  This
frequency is then used as a phase−lock source which is eventually divided down to just about
exactly 10 MHz.  The datasheet for the LPRO−101 dives into the technical operation in much more
detail, so you should read that before starting this project.

There is really no long warmup period for the LPRO−101.  After about 3 to 5 minutes from applying
+20 VDC (1.7A) to the LPRO−101, the unit will come into "lock."  After coming to lock, the current
draw will then drop to around 500 mA.  At this point, the 10 MHz output signal already about 1,000
times more accurate than zero−beating a regular clock oscillator to WWV!  After about a 15 minute
warm−up period, the unit will be operating at its most accurate frequency, within a few millihertz of
exactly 10 MHz

The LPRO−101 does get fairly warm and SHOULD NOT be run without proper heatsinking.  One
trick which can be used to reduce the overall heating of the unit is to run it at only +19 or +20 VDC,
instead of at +24 VDC.

The LPRO−101 has a Built−In Test Equipment (BITE) signal (pin 6) which can be used to determine
if the unit is locked.  When this pin is "high," the unit is unlocked and the output frequency will not be
accurate.  When the BITE signal goes low, the unit is locked and should be on frequency.  A simple
74HCT04 hex inverter and two LEDs will be used to monitor the status of the BITE signal.  A RED
LED will light when the unit is unlocked, and a GREEN LED will light when the unit comes into lock.

One of the signal pins is for monitoring the rubidium lamp voltage (pin 5) which can be used
determine the remaining life of the unit.  This pin should measure above 3 volts in a "good" unit.

There is also an "External C−Field" tuning line (pin 7) which can be used to tweak the final output
frequency a few millihertz up−or−down.  This makes it possible to sync the LPRO−101 with an even
more accurate clock source, like from a cesium or GPS−based reference source.  Bertrand Zauhar
(VE2ZAZ) has an article entitled "A Simplified GPS−Derived Frequency Standard" in the Sep./Oct.
2006 issue of QEX which should be compatible with the LPRO−101.

The 10 MHz output from the Efratom LPRO−101 is around +7 dBm, with a standard impedance of
50 ohms.  It's safe to assume that the unit could drive a number of external devices, but just to be
safe we'll be adding a simple buffer amplifier.  This should also help to protect the Efratom
LPRO−101 from any external mismatches.  Depending on your load requirement, you may want to
avoid "squaring up" the 10 MHz sine wave output signal to reduce the number of spurs and
harmonics generated.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of the label on a surlus Efratom LPRO−101 10 MHz rubidium frequency reference.

Pin # Description

1        10 MHz RF Output          (Sine wave, 50 ohms, +7 dBm)
2        Chassis Ground
3        DC Isolated RF Ground     (Isolated ground in case of ground loops)
4        Chassis Ground
5        Lamp Voltage              (Above 3 volts = unit is good)
6        BITE                      (HIGH = unlock, LOW = lock)
7        External C−field          (Remote frequency control)
8        +24V Ground              
9        Crystal Voltage Monitor   (Voltage monitor of the internal sweep oscillator)
10       +24V
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Mounting the Efratom LPRO−101 10 MHz rubidium frequency reference in an old printer switch
case.

The bottom of the printer switch case was sanded down to the bare metal and coated with heatsink
compound before mounting the LPRO−101.

The front−panel has banana jacks for the +24 VDC input and some LEDs for the lock status
indicators.
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Three circuit boards were added for controlling the Efratom LPRO−101 10 MHz rubidium frequency
reference.

One is a voltage regulator board based around a Micrel MIC29302, a 78M12, and a 78L05.  This
takes the incoming +24 VDC and converts it down to +20 VDC, +12 VDC, and +5 VDC, respectively

The middle circuit board contains an optional buffer based around an Avantek GPD−462
amplifier.  This buffer probably isn't needed, but it will help to isolate the LPRO−101 from any
external devices and will be capable of driving a longer run of coax.

The bottom circuit board contains a 74HCT04 hex inverter to monitor the LPRO−101's BITE signal
status.  This is used to control the respective LEDs on the front panel.
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Alternate view.

The (buffered) 10 MHz output is via a panel−mounted BNC jack.

A panel−mounted RCA jack connects to pin 7 on the LPRO−101, for an optional external tuning
circuit
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Testing the Efratom LPRO−101 on a low−cost Fluke frequency counter.

It's safe to assume the LPRO−101 is "on" frequency and any observed frequency errors are from
the reference clock timebase within the frequency counter itself.

Because the rubidium gas within the LPRO−101's lamp is "consumed" when the unit is operating,
there will be a finite lifespan for these units.  Use them sporadically, like only as an external
reference source for test equipment.

For longer−life operations, stick will quality oven− or temperature−compensated crystal oscillator
and use the rubidium reference source to "zero−beat" tune the final output frequency.
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Completed Efratom 10 MHz rubidium frequency reference.

Use a Mini−Circuits ZFSC−2−1 (or similar) two−way splitter if you need to drive multiple loads.

This helps to maintain the proper 50 ohm impedance and isolation between all the ports.
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Building a Centrex Service in a DMS−100 Switch

Overview

This document covers the procedures for building a Centrex with the "Assume 9" option in the
Nortel DMS switch.  The Assume 9 option is built within customer group tables to enable a customer
to access an outside line without manually dialing a "9."

A customer group is a collection of subscribers belonging to the same organization.  A customer
group table defines a customer group within the switch and also determines what features and
resources are available to that group.

Business Rules

Assume 9 Centrex service will require the customer to dial an "#" (octothorpe) before the station to be
called.  The switch provisioning agent will communicate this requirement to the customer or customer vendor at
the time of change.

1. 

Assume 9 Centrex Service will affect call forwarding options.  All call forwarding options must have the prefix 9
removed from the forwarding DN for proper call forwarding.

2. 

Step One

Associates certain parameters to the customer group.  You must find the next available
Administrative Number (ADNUM) before you enter translations.  It is important to add tuples
sequentially.  Do not jump around.

In this example, the next Administrative Number (ADNUM) is 22.

CI:
>TABLE CUSTENG    # Customer Group Engineering
TABLE CUSTENG:
>BOT;FORMAT PACK;UP 10;LIS 11
CUSTNAME ADNUM NONCOS NOIBNTMT CONSOLES DOMAIN  GROUPID OPTIONS
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
RESKMSV  19    32     32       N        PUBLIC  1       $
POTSDATA 4092  1      1        Y        PUBLIC  0       $
IBN001   21    6      25       Y        PRIVATE 21      $
VMAIL    2     256    0        N        PUBLIC  0       $
RESGNBO  10    256    32       N        PUBLIC  10      $
RESBURL  11    256    32       N        PUBLIC  11      $
RESMONT  12    256    32       N        PUBLIC  12      $
RESSMFL  13    256    32       N        PUBLIC  13      $
RESWNSL  14    256    32       N        PUBLIC  14      $
LNSGNBO  20    25     63       N        PRIVATE 20      $
RESKMSV  19    32     32       N        PUBLIC  1       $
>ADD
CUSTNAME:         # Customer Name.  Up to 16 alphanumeric characters can be entered.
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH  # The customer name should be abbreviated or easily recognizable.
ADNUM:            # Administration Number
>22               # Enter a number from 0 to 4,095.  Use next sequential ascending number.
NONCOS:           # Number of Network Class of Service.  Default is 10.       
>10
NOIBNTMT:         # Number of Integrated Business Network Treatments.  Default is 5. 
>5
CONSOLES:
>N
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CUSTTYPE:         # Customer Type
>PRIVATE
GROUPID:          # Group Identification.  Enter the same number as ADNUM field.
>22
OPTION:
>$
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NATIONWIDE_UTAH 22 10 5 N PRIVATE 22 $
ENTER Y TO ACCEPT, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Two

Contains call control information for the customer group.

Before completing this step, the switch agent must identify the rate center for the Centrex customer
as well as a LINEATTR, XLAPLAN, and RATEAREA value.

CI:
>TABLE XLANAME  # Translator Name
TABLE XLANAME:
>ADD
XLANAME:        # Translator Name.  Enter 8 alphanumeric characters.
>NWUCX00        # The XLANAME is some form of abbreviation of the customer name followed by CX00.
TRSEL:          # Trunk Selector
>NET
ACR:            # Account Code Record
>N
SMDR:           # Simplified Message Desk Record
>N
NO_ACCODE DIGITS:
>0
SECOND_DIAL_TONE:
>N
DGCOLNM:        # Digit Collection Name
>POTS
CRL:
>N
INTRAGROUP:     # Default is N.
>N              # If customer requests feature distinctive ring, this will be set to Y.
NET_TYPE:       # Network Type
>GEN
OPTION:         # Option for Line Attribute
>LATTR
LINEATTR:       # Line Attribute.  Enter a number from 0 to 31,999
>1234
XLAPLAN:        # Translation Plan.  Enter value from table LINEATTR.
>NPA_NC0003_1234
RATEAREA:       # Rate Area.  Enter value from table LINEATTR.
>RATE_LATA_LTG
OPTION:         # Option for Equal Access (Long Distance)
>EA
PIC:            # Primary Inter−LATA Carrier.  Enter the carrier code.
>0288
CHOICE:         # "N" restricts customer from casual dialing − 1010XXX.
>Y
INVEAFLX:       # Invalid Flexible Intercept Number
>0
OPTION:         # If order requests an Intra−LATA PIC (LPIC), enter here.
>$
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NETRTOPT:       # Network Routing Options
>$
MAXDIG:         # Maximum Digits
>9
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NWUCX00 NET N N 0 N POTS N N GEN LATTR 1234 NPA_NC0003_1234 RATE_LATA_LTG EA 0288 Y 0 $ $ 9
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Three

Create an octothorpe translator in table XLANAME in customer group translations to allow
station−to−station dialing.

Customer must prefix station number with "#" to invoke an internal call.  To complete 3− or 4−digit
station to station dialing in an Assume 9 Centrex, an octothorpe translator must be established in
XLANAME.

CI:
>TABLE XLANAME  # Translator Name
TABLE XLANAME:
>ADD
XLANAME:        # Create the new octothorpe name − XXXOX00.
>NWUOX00
TRSEL:
>$
MAXDIG: 
>9
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
NWUOX00 $ 9 
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Four

Defines specific group dialing options or system features.

CI:
>TABLE CUSTHEAD   # Customer Group Head
TABLE CUSTHEAD:
>ADD
CUSTNAME:         # Customer Name     
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH  # Enter up to 16 alphanumeric characters as created in table CUSTENG.
CUSTXLA:          # Customer Translator
>NWUCX00          # Enter a 8 character alphanumeric as defined in table XLANAME.
DGCOLNM:          # Digit Collection Name 
>ASSUME9
IDIGCOL:          # Interdigit Collection
>NIL
OPTION:           # Option for Vacant Treatment
>VACTRMT
VACTRMT:
>0
OPTION:
>EXTNCOS
EXTNCOS:
>0
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OPTION:           # Option for Feature Translator
>FETXLA
XLANAME:          # Name of translator.
>RESFX00
OPTION:          
>OCTXLA
XLANAME:          # Name of octothorpe translator created for station−to−station dialing.
>NWUOX00
OPTION:
>$
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NATIONWIDE_UTAH NWUCX00 POTS NIL VACTRMT 0 EXTNCOS 0 FETXLA RESFX00 OCTXLA NWUOX00 $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Five

Datafill defines the dialing plan or dialing restrictions on a whole group, part of, or individual stations
in a customer group.

If all stations within the customer group access the same dialing options, then only one Network
Class of Service (NCOS) is needed.  A separate NCOS is needed for each different dialing option
plan.

CI:
>TABLE NCOS      # Network Class of Service
NCOS:
>ADD
CUSTGRP:         # Customer Group.  Enter up to 16 alphanumeric characters as defined
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH # Enter up to 16 alphanumeric characters as defined in table CUSTENG.
NCOS:            # Network Class of Service.  Enter a number from 0 to 511.
>0
NCOSNAM:         # Network Class of Service Name
>NC0003          # Create a 1 to 6 alphanumeric character name for identification only.
LSC:             # Line Screening Code
>0
TRAFSNO:         # Traffic Separation Number
>0
NCOSOPTN:        # Network Class of Service Options
>$               # This used to set up a variety of available network options. The most used is the XLAS option
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NATIONWIDE_UTAH 0 NC0003 0 0 $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Six

This defines a treatment for misdialed calls.

CI:
>TABLE IBNTREAT   # Integrated Business Network Treatment
IBNTREAT:
>ADD
CUSTGROUP:        # Customer Group
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH  # Enter 16 alphanumeric characters as defined in table CUSTENG.
IBNTREATMT:       # IBN Treatment.  Enter value from 0 to 63.
>0
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LOG:              # Do you want a log created?
>N
RTESEL:           # Route Selector
>S
CLLI:             # Common Language Location Identifier
>T120
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NATIONWIDE_UTAH 0 N S T120
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT AND E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Seven

Defines the caller name and number information.

CI:
>TABLE CUSTNTWK   # Customer Network
CUSTNTWK:
>ADD
CUSTNAME:         # Customer Name
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH  # Enter 16 character alphanumeric as defined in table CUSTENG.
NETNAME:          # Network Name
>PUBLIC
NETCGID:          # Enter a number from 0 to 4,096.  Enter the ADNUM from CUSTENG.
>XXXX
DNREVXLA:         # Directory Number Reverse Translations
>$
OPTION:           # Option CLID (Caller ID)
>CLID
CLIDOPT:          # Caller Identification Options (For Outbound Calls)
>OFFNET
OPTION:           # RNID option to OFFNET.
>RNID
RNIDOPT: 
>OFFNET
OPTION:           # Option TCAPNM.  Only if contract states.
>TCAPNM           # Line options CND and CNAME must be on actual lines for feature to work.
TCAPNM_OPT:       # TCAP Option
>NONLOCAL
OPTION:           # Option NTWKEMW (Network Executive Message Waiting)
>NTWKEMW          # Supports the proper message waiting indicators for voice mail applications.
OPTION:
>$
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
ADD NATIONWIDE_UTAH PUBLIC XXXX $ CLID OFFNET RNID OFFNET TCAPNM NONLOCAL NTWKEMW $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT
>Y
>QUIT

Step Eight

The customer's station−to−station dialing entries in table IBNXLA (IBN Translation) must be added
to the octothorpe translator.

Add the entries in table IBNXLA for every station number using the octothorpe translator name
created in Step 3 (i.e. NWUOX00)

Repeat these steps for every station−to−station entry for the customer group.
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CI:
>TABLE IBNXLA     # IBN Translation
IBNXLA:
>ADD
KEY:              # Two part entry − octothorpe name and four digit station code.
>NWUOX00 4522
TRSEL:            # Translation Selector
>EXTN
SMDR:             # Station Message Detail Recording
>N                # Enter "Y" if customer is recording station−to−station calls.
INTRAGRP: 
>N
SNPA:             # Serving Numbering Plan Area
>404
OFCCODE:          # Central Office Code
>555
DIGINEXT:         # Digits in Extension
>4                # Enter the number of digits in the extension number.
FILLDIGS:         # Entry up to 3 digits.  If DIGINEXT is less than 4,
>$                # then enter the digit to be filled.  If no fill necessary, enter "$".
EXTNOPT:          # None at this time, enter "$".
>$
TUPLE TO BE ADDED:
NWUOX00 4522 EXTN N N 404 555 4 $ $
ENTER Y TO CONFIRM, N TO REJECT OR E TO EDIT.
>Y
>QUIT

Step Nine

Defines the station option parameters for the entire group.

There are 8 minimum standard entries in this table for every Centrex.  (i.e., There will be 8 separate
times in which the ADD command will be used.

CI:
>TABLE CUSTSTN    # Customer Group Station
CUSTSTN:
>ADD
CUSTNAME:
>NATIONWIDE_UTAH
OPTION:
>CFCW             # Call Forwarding of Call Waiting

or 

OPTION:
>CFDATIM          # Call Forward Don't Answer Timeout
CFDATO:           # Call Forward Don't Answer Time in seconds.  (1 ring = 6 seconds)
>24               # Default 4 rings.

or

OPTION:
>CFWVAL           # Call Forward Validation
TERMOPTN:         # Terminating Option
>Y
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or 

OPTION:
>CFXFEAT          # Call Forwarding for Intragroup
RINGCFI:
>Y

or

OPTION:
>CFXOPT           # Call Forwarding Option
PCSCFA:
>N/Y              # Default "N"
PCSCFB:
>N/Y              # Default "N"
PCSCFD:
>N/Y              # Default "N"
MULTICFA:
>N/Y              # Default "N"
MULTICFB:
>N/Y              # Default "Y"
MULTICFD:
>N/Y              # Default "Y"
CFXTRK:
>N/Y              # Default "Y"
BUSYTRMT:
>N/Y              # Default "N"

or

OPTION:
>CXFER            # Call Transfer − Customer Group
XFERRCL:
>N
METHOD:
>STD

or

OPTION:
>CXFERSUP         # Call Transfer Enhanced
IBNTKSEL:
>ALLIBN
ALLTRKS:
>ALLOW
POTSTKSEL:
>ALLPOTS
ALLTRK:
>ALLOW
CXFERTON:
>Y

or

OPTION:
>DISPDIGS         # Display Digits
NUMODIGS:
>10
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Step Ten

Complete a FINDREF for the tables CUSTENG and XLANAME.

Dump translations onto hardcopy and keep with the order.

Verify your translations changes by completing another FINDREF for the CUSTENG and the
XLANAME.

CI:
>FINDREF CUSTENG NATIONWIDE_UTAH
>FINDREF XLANAME NWUCX00
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Bonus

Dear Louis Beam, (Customer ID: 7413451)

1&1 Internet Inc. ("1&1") has recently received reports of content on your websites which 
represents a clear breach of 1&1's General Terms and Conditions of Service ("GT&C"). 
Upon further investigation, 1&1 has confirmed those reports.

Accordingly, we hereby provide you with notice of termination under the GT&C effective ten days
from today's date. Please ensure that all files and other data are removed from 1&1's servers
and domain names transferred by that date, as your data and files will be irrevocably deleted 
after termination. Please note, 1&1 is entitled to and reserves the right to terminate your 
account without further notice should it be necessary to protect 1&1 Internet or its personnel,
or to prevent additional breaches of the GT&C.

Sincerely,

1&1 Legal

Nancy McNelis
Legal Department
1&1 Internet Inc.

prothink.org, zioncrimefactory.com, 911missinglinks.com, jewishproblem.com,
and louisbeam.com have just recently been censored from the Internet, most likely by pressure
from the racist Jew Abe Foxman and his Mossad−front, anti−White hate group − the
Anti−Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL).

Fight back!  Mirror and support these websites as much as you can!

(www.digitaljournal.com/article/329530)
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End of Issue #100

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

Greek goddess Voula Papachristou was expelled from the 2012 Olympics for making a "racist"
Twitter post.

John Carlos and Tommie Smith give the "Black Power" salute during the 1968 Olympics in
Mexico.  They were paraded around like heroes by the liberal/Jewish media.

Marxist "thought crimes."  Coming to a country near you...
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(gizmodo.com/5929952/newspaper−uses−photoshop−to−make−syria−even−worse−somehow)

The Kronen Zeitung is Austria's largest newspaper, with a daily readership of around three million
people.  On July 28, 2012, those readers were treated to the top image of war−torn Aleppo, Syria −
bombed out and desperate.

Except, as one sharp−eyed Redditor points out, that wasn't the scene at all.  It was just another
Photoshop job.

Just to be clear, the family in the photograph is, in fact, in Syria; the original photo (on the bottom)
came from the European Pressphoto Agency.  But merely fleeing a city ravaged by guns and
mortars apparently isn't quite dramatic enough on its own.  The editors of the Krone − as it's
commonly called needed this baby to sing.

"'Who cares?' she said impatiently.  'It's always one bloody war after another,
and one knows the news is all lies anyway.'"

−−− Quote from the book 1984 by George Orwell.
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As you can see, the liberal boycott against Chick−fil−A for their anti−faggotry stance has been a
rousing success!  LOL!
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White students in public schools now have to suffer thanks to the failure of
Blacks.  I'll bet liberals have no problems with taking the White man's tax dollars to
continue funding these "failing" schools, though!  Change!  Believe it or not, I found
this story on the Huffington Post...  However, like good little Commies, are censoring
any comments which point out it's the Black students who are causing public schools
to "fail" in the first place!

Failing Louisiana School Will Not Transfer White Students Out Because of 1960s Court
Ruling

August 1, 2012 − From: huffingtonpost.com

Rayville Elementary School in Louisiana received a failing grade this year, based on the state's
School Performance Scores.  Under the state's Public School Choice policy, eligible students in
schools flagged as failing and in need of certain levels of improvement can transfer to an
"academically acceptable school."

But an interesting and controversial issue has arisen that may actually challenge equal opportunity
intended by the law.  In a letter to parents dated July 25, Rayville Elementary school officials inform
families of the school's "F" grade and list two other institutions −− with letter grades C− and B −−
that the parents can choose to transfer their children to.  But there'reds a disclaimer:

Please note that white students at Rayville Elementary School will not be allowed to transfer
to the listed schools due to the present provisions issued in the federal Richland Parish
School desegregation case.

The case in question refers to a 1968 court decision that, in an effort to maintain desegregated
schools, prohibits white students from leaving schools if their departure could cause the school to
be considered "all−Negro."

But the court's effort to cultivate and protect fairness may now be yielding the opposite effect, some
say, as a number have called the issue "reverse−racism" and discrimination.

"We agree that it is, but unfortunately we're bound by federal law and we have to [here] to those
standards," Richland Parish School Board President Kevin Epinette told WNYC.  He adds that the
decision affects between 45 and 55 students at the school.

One Redditor notes that the situation doesn't appear to be hateful or malicious in intent, but merely
"the application of conflicting laws," adding that "this shouldn't be too difficult to sort out."

Epinette told WNYC that the Justice Department visited the district in the spring and will send an
official report with suggestions on how to "be able to get out from under these de−seg orders," but
the process could take months.

This isn't the first time Richland Parish families have seen a letter like this.  A 2008 letter sent to
families of Delhi Elementary School, estimated at the time to yield a failing SPS, were also offered a
transfer option, but with a similar disclaimer:

Due to the court order, students may be offered a choice in the school in which their race would be
in the minority.  White students may be offered Rayville Elementary School.  Black students may be
offered Holly Ridge Elementary School or Start Elementary School.
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At the time, Rayville, where the white students were permitted to go, was estimated to have an SPS
at least 20 points below those for Holly Ridge and Start.

The letter out of Rayville elementary comes amid the inception of a new voucher program in
Louisiana.  Under the new initiative, the most sweeping voucher program in the country, tens of
millions of taxpayer dollars will be shifted from public schools to pay private schools, private
businesses and private tutors to educate students across Louisiana.

The program is the cornerstone of Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal's bold effort to reform public
education in the state.  Critics are concerned about funding and fairness −− vouchers would cover
the full cost of tuition at more than 120 private schools, including small, Bible−based church
schools.  Jindal says the program will spur school competition and expand parental choice.

Several of those religious schools that will be receiving public funds to take in new students from
public schools also teach curricula that question the age of the universe, defying scientific evidence
and theory and promote religious doctrine that "challenges the lessons central to public school
science classrooms," according to the Associated Press.

Louisiana's School Performance Scores are based on varying combinations of testing results,
attendance, dropout and graduation rates as well as growth and performance data.

Based on the SPS, each school receives a "growth target," which represents how much progress
each school must make annually to reach state goals.  The SPS also serves as a determinant of
whether a school meets federal Adequate Yearly Progress requirements under the No Child Left
Behind law.  A poor SPS and failure to meet AYP could mean state intervention that range from
giving students the option to transfer out to school closures and staff turnover or transfer to the
state's Recovery School District.

Louisiana, however, is one of 32 states and Washington, D.C. thathave been granted waivers from
NCLB under the Obama administration.
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Why Goldman Sachs, Jon Corzine, and the Rest of Wall Street Will Never Face Prosecution
From Democrats

From: zerohedge.com/news/confused−why−goldman−will−face−no−criminal−charges−heres−why

We learned courtesy of Goldman's 10−Q, that the U.S. Justice Department will not press criminal
charges against Goldman Sachs.  This, despite Senator Carl "Shitty Deal" Levin (Jew), in one of the
most bombastic kangaroo court spectacles on live TV ever, asking for a criminal investigation after
the subcommittee he led spent years looking into Goldman, and in which he said Goldman misled
Congress and investors (and according to which billions in fraudulent RMBS misrepresentations are
all still only Fabrice Tourre's fault, at that time under 30 years old).

And so we pose the same answer, and provide the same answer, as yesterday, only flipped around:
"Confused Why Goldman Will Face No Criminal Charges?  Here's Why":

Charles Schumer (Jew) − Member of the:

Senate Finance Committee• 

Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee• 

Subcommittee on Housing, Transportation and Community Development• 

Subcommittee on Financial Institutions and Consumer Protection• 

Subcommittee on Securities, Insurance and Investment• 
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See the Jew...
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